
Pint-Size Ballet fits All Slippers
by Jack Anderson
The New York Times

Since Diana Byer founded the New Theatre Ballet  
in 1978, this troupe has staged many types of produc-
tions. Among its most appealing are what could be 
called pint-size ballets for tiny balletgoers: one-act, 
hourlong adaptations of famous eveninglong works 
that have been tailored to appeal to the attention spans 
of very small children.

A particularly pleasant example of the genre was 
Donald Mahler’s “Cinderella,” which the company 
danced on Saturday afternoon at Gould Hall.  
Accompanied by taped excerpts from the lovely score 
Prokofiev composed for a three-act “Cinderella,” this 
version moved swiftly along. Yet although it was a 
short ballet, it did not give the audience short shrift. 
Mr. Mahler told the story well in episodes of many 
kinds.

Young lovers of romantic fantasy would have 
been delighted by Cynthia Sheppard as a shy Cinder-
ella, whose phrasing was always limpid. Terrence 
Duncan was a gallant Prince who danced tender duets 
with Ms. Sheppard. Touches of classical glitter were 
provided by Ursula Prenzlau as the Fairy Godmother 
and Mary Sugawa and Christina Paolucci as her atten-
dant Fairies.

Judging from the waves of giggles, the comic  
characters were especially to the liking of the young 
audience. They included Ron Spiess as a dapper 
Dancing Master, Dan Renkin as a pompous waddling 
Major Domo, and Irma Ugrincic as Cinderella’s vain 
Stepmother.

Funniest of all were Cinderella’s Stepsisters.  
Like other choreographers before him, Mr. Mahler 
made them look especially ridiculous by having them 
portrayed by two male dancers in skirts. Jeffrey A. 
Kazin and David Parker bumbled and fussed in these 
roles without belaboring the choreographic tantrums.

Gillian Bradshaw-Smith’s ingenious scenery 
included a clock that came alive and danced, and 
furniture that moved magically about. And Sylvia 
Taalsohn Nolan, the imaginative costume designer, 
created a gasp-producing moment when Cinderella’s 
attire changed miraculously from rags to the riches  
of a ball gown.

In short, this “Cinderella” could please grownups 
and children alike.
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